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Abstract The abstract behaviour of a grid application management system can bemodelled
as an Orc expression in which sites are called to perform sub-computations. An
Orc expression specifies how a set of site calls are to be orchestrated soas to realise
some overall desired computation. In this paper evaluations of Orc expressions
in untrusted environments are analysed by means of game theory. The set of sites
participating in an orchestration is partitioned into two distinct groups. Sites
belonging to the first group are calledangels: these may fail but when they do
they try to minimize damage to the application. Sites belonging to the other
group are calleddaemons: when a daemon fails it tries to maximise damage to
the application. Neither angels nor daemons can fail excessively because the
number of failures, in both cases, is bounded. When angels and daemons act
simultaneously a competitive situation arises that can be represented by a so-
called angel–daemon game. This game is used to model realistic situations lying
between over-optimism and over-pessimism.
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1. Introduction

A Grid application management system calls sites in order to perform sub-
computations. Typically, it is over-optimistic to assume that all site calls made
during execution of a grid application will work correctly. While, to a certain
extent, such failure may be dealt with by employing time-outs and corrective
action, such defensive programming may not always be easy and in some cases
not possible. There may be times when the user accepts the possibility of
failure, but would like to have an estimate of the likelihood of success. Such an
analysis can be obtained by using Orc [4] to describe the orchestration ofsites in
a grid application [10] and by estimating, using probability theory, the expected
number of results that will be published by an expression evaluation [9]; each
siteS is assumed to have a probability of failure and distinct sites are assumed to
be independent. In practice, it may be difficult to provide a meaningful measure
of site reliability and the assumption that distinct sites are independent may be
too strong. In this paper an alternative approach based on game theory isused
to analyse the behaviour of orchestrations over unreliable environments.

Grid sites are partitioned into two disjoint sets, angelsA and daemonsD:

Sites inA fail in such a way as to minimize damage to an application.
This kind of failure is called angelic.

Sites inD fail in such a way as to maximise damage to the application.
This kind of failure is called daemonic.

It is assumed that the number of possible failures in the setsA andD are
bounded.A andD can be viewed as players in a strategic game. If only angels
are present then the problem is a maximization one; if only daemons act then we
have a minimization problem. The interesting case lies between the extremes,
when both angels and daemons act simultaneously and a competitive situation
arises that can be represented by a so-called angel-daemon game. Here, finding
a Nash equilibrium gives a solution that may be used to model realistic situ-
ations for unreliable grids, where the outcome is found somewhere between
over-optimism and over-pessimism.

The study of systems under failures with Nash equilibria is not new. In [3] im-
plementation problems involving unreliable players (who fail to act optimally)
are studied. In [5] the authors study distributed systems in which players may
exhibit Byzantine behaviour to undermine the correctness of the system. Note
thatorchestrations represent control from one party’s perspective[7]. In this
sense the analysis of orchestrations is different form the analysis of distributed
systems under failures. The analysis of distributed systems is based (at least in
part) on the graph properties of the underlying network. In the case of orches-
trations we have to abstract the network (or consider it as another web orgrid
service). It is this “one party perspective” that makes the following analysis
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new.

In §2 a brief overview of Orc is presented. In§3 a way of assessing the benefits
of evaluating an expression in an unreliable environment is proposed. In§4 a
means of applying game theory to analyse the outcomes of executing orchestra-
tions on unreliable networks is proposed. In§5 we assume that only one player
controls the situation. When the player isA the damage is minimized. On the
other hand, when the player isD the damage is maximized. These represent
the two possible extreme coordinated behaviours, one extremely good and the
other extremely bad. In this case there is no competitive activity and we have
an optimization problem. In§6 we consider a competitive case defining a zero
sum game, the so called angel-daemon game. In this game, bothA andD
play simultaneously. In§7 we apply the angel-daemon game to see how a grid
manager assigns macro instructions to angelic and daemonic interpreters. In
§8 we conclude and identify some open points.

2. Orc: a brief overview

A set of site calls can be orchestrated into a complex computation by means
of an Orc expression [4]. A site call either returns a result or remains silent
– silence corresponds to a site failure. The site which always fails (and is
useless) is denoted0. Site calls can be combined by means of three composition
operations.

Sequence:P ≫ Q. For each output published byP an instance ofQ is
executed. The notationP > x > Q(x) is used in situations where the
computationQ depends on the output ofP .

Symmetric Parallelism:P |Q. The published output ofP |Q is anyinter-
leaving of the outputs ofP andQ.

Asymmetric parallelism:P where x :∈ Q. Threads inP andQ are
evaluated in parallel. Some of the threads ofP may be blocked by a
dependency onx. The first result published byQ is bound tox, the
remainder ofQ’s evaluation is terminated and evaluation of the blocked
threads ofP is resumed.

3. Value of an orchestration under reliability failures

Web and Grid environments are unreliable. Sites evolve and a user has little
(or no) control over the execution environment. Given a complex orchestra-
tion E it is unrealistic to assume that there will be no site failureswhen this
orchestration is executed.

Reliability assumption. Sites are unreliable and can fail. When a site fails it
remains silent and delivers no result at all. When a site does not fail it delivers
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the correct result. Any kind of byzantine behaviour is excluded. Any kind of
behaviour delivering an "approximate" result is also excluded.

Even though some sites fail, orchestration may still produce useful partial
results. For example, robust orchestrations may contain a degree of redundant
computation so that evaluations may succeed even when a number of site failures
occur. Given an orchestrationE let α(E) be the set of sites that are called in
E. LetF ⊆ α(E) denote a set of sites that fail during an evaluation ofE. The
behaviour of the evaluation ofE in this environment is given by replacing all
occurrences ofs, s ∈ F , by 0. Let ϕF (E) denote this expression.

Value assumption. The evaluation of an orchestration has value even if some
sites fail. For a particular failure setF the usefulness of the evaluation ofϕF (E)
is measured byv(ϕF (E)), thevalueor benefitof the orchestrationϕF (E). The
range ofv should be a non-negativeR. The value functionv should have the
following basic properties:

v(ϕα(E)(E)) must equal0 when all sites fail in an evaluation ofE,

v(ϕF (E)) ≥ 0 for all F ⊆ α(E),

if F ⊆ F ′ ⊆ α(E) thenv(ϕF (E)) ≥ v(ϕF′(E)).

In this paper, we measure the benefit by the number of outputs thatE publishes,

v(E) = numbers of outputs published byE.

An algorithmic definition ofv(E), for non-recursiveE, is:

v(0) = 0 , v(s) = 1 if s is a service site, v(if(b)) = if b then1 else0

v(E1|E2) = v(E1) + v(E2) , v(E1 ≫ E2) = v(E1) ∗ v(E2)

v(E1 where z :∈ E2) = if v(E1) ≥ 1 thenv(E1) else 0

v(E) has polynomial time complexity with respect to the length of the expres-
sionE.

Example 1 Consider the following expression

E = (M1|M2) > x > [(M3|M4) > y > (M5(x) > z > M6(z) | (M7|M8) ≫ M9(y))]

Thenv(E) = 12. If siteM1 fails the benefit isv(E′) = 6 where

E
′ = (0 |M2) > x > [(M3|M4) > y > (M5(x) > z > M6(z) | (M7|M8) ≫ M9(y))]

4. Assessing Orchestrations

In this section a method of partitioning a set of sites into angels and daemons
based on ranking is proposed.

Reliability ranking assumption. Given an Orc expressionE we assume that a
ranking containingα(E) is available. This ranking is a measure (“objective” or
“subjective”) of the reliability of the sites. This ranking can be independent of
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any orchestrationE or conversely can depend strongly of the structure ofE. Let
rk(s) be the rank of sites.

An orchestration assessor may use such a ranking to partition a set of sites
α(E) into angel and daemon sets as follows:

A = {S | S ∈ α(E), rk(S) ≥ λE} , D = {S | S ∈ α(E), rk(S) < λE}

λE is areliability degree parameterfixed by the assessor following the sugges-
tions of the client. We do not consider in this paper howλE is determined. The
assessor will perform an analysis where sites inA performas well as possible
and sites inD performas badly as possible. This is a way to perform an analysis
lying between the two possible extremes “all is good” or “all is bad”. We can
argue this as follows. Sites with a rank higher thanλE are “believed” by the
assessor to have non-destructive behaviour. Sites with a rank lower than λE

are unknown entities as far as the assessor is concerned and can havehighly-
destructive behaviour. The assessor supposes that during an evaluation ofE a
number of sites will fail:

Let a small fractionβE of angelic sites fail during the evaluation – thus,
the number of failing angels isβE × #A = F(A). When an angel fails
it does so in such a way as tomaximisethe value of the orchestration.

Let a fractionγE of daemon sites fail. The number of failing daemons
is γE × #D = F(D). Failing daemons try tominimizethe value of the
orchestration.

For a givenλE , βE andγE the behaviour ofE can be analysed:

if λE is such thatα(E) = A, then evaluation of the behaviour can be
determined by solving a maximization problem (see§5).

conversely, ifλE is chosen such thatα(E) = D, evaluation of the be-
haviour can be determined by solving a minimization problem (see§5).

If A 6= {}andD 6= {}a competitive situation arises and game theory [6] can be
used to analyse system behaviour (see§6). Suppose that the set of failing sites is
a∪d wherea ⊆ A, #a = F(A) andd ⊆ D, #d = F(D). System behaviour is
measured byϕ(a,d)(E). The rewards (or utilities) of the angelicAand daemonic
D players areuA(a, d) = v(ϕ(a,d)(E)) anduD(a, d) = −v(ϕ(a,d)(E)) (this
is a zero sum game asuA(a, d) = −uD(a, d)). Whenϕ(a,d)(E) is executed
A receivesv(ϕ(a,d)(E)) from D . The strategya is chosen (byA) to increase
the value ofuA(a, d) as much as possible whiled is chosen (byD) to decrease
this value as much as possible. Stable situations are Nash equilibria: a pure
Nash equilibrium is a strategy(a, d) such thatA cannot improve the utility
by changinga andD cannot reduce the utility by changingd. When players
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choose strategies using probabilities we have mixed Nash equilibria. Let(α, β)
be a mixed Nash equilibrium. As in zero sum games all the Nash equilibria
have the same utilities, an assessor can measure the value of a programE by
the utility ofA on any Nash equilibrium. Given a Nash equilibrium(α, β), the
expected benefit of an expressionE is given by:

Assessment(E, rk , λE , βE , γE) = v(ϕ(α,β)(E))

5. Bounded failures with one player games

The two extremes of behaviour can be determined through angelic and dae-
monic analysis:

Angelic failures. In an angelic analysis the viewpoint “the world is as good
as possible even when failures cannot be avoided” is adopted. An angelic player
A plays the game by choosing a list,a = (a1, . . . , an), of failing sites for an
expressionE, whenF(A) = n. Such a tuplea is called theactiontaken by the
playerA. Definingα+(E) = α(E) \ {0} the set of eligible actions forA is

AA = {(a1, . . . , an)|i 6= j impliesai 6= aj and ∀ i : ai ∈ α+(E)}

To a strategy profilea = (a1, . . . , an) we associate the setFa = {a1, . . . , an}
and the mappingϕFa

: α+(E) → α(E) ∪ {0}

ϕFa
(s) =

{

0 if s ∈ Fa

s otherwise

is used to replace failing sites by0and to keep working sites unchanged.ϕFa
(E)

denotes the image ofE underϕFa
.

Angel(E,A,F(A)) = (A, AA, uA)

defines a one player (A) strategic game (A is used to denote both the player and
the set of sites controlled by this player): the set of actions isAA and the utility
uA = v(ϕFd

(E)). In this game, the angelA has to choose a strategy profile
a giving a maximal utility. As there is only one player, there a maximization
problem rather than a strategic conflict.

Daemonic failures. Daemonic failures are in a sense the opposite of angelic
failures. In this case there is one player, the daemonD trying to maximize
damage. We defineDaemon(E,D,F(D)) = (D, AD, uD) such thatFd =
{d1, . . . dn}, d = (d1, . . . , dn) and

AD = {(d1, . . . , dn)|i 6= j impliesdi 6= dj and∀i : di ∈ α+(E)}

Moreover, asD is intent on maximising damage, a long output is a bad result
and thusuD(d) = −v(ϕFd

(E)). We can imagineuD(d) = −v(ϕFd
(E)) as a
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quantity of money thatD has to pay, and naturally it is interested in paying as
little as possible. In this case the rational behaviour of the daemon is formalized
as a minimization problem.

Example 2 Let us consider two well-known expressions introduced in [2] .
The first is a sequential composition of parallel expressions and the second is
a parallel composition of sequential expressions:

SEQ of PAR , (P |Q) ≫ (R|S) , PAR of SEQ , (P ≫ Q)|(R ≫ S)

Let us analyse both expressions with two failures. First, consider in detail a
pure angelic behaviour. As we identify the player and the possible set of failures
we haveA = {P, Q, R, S} and the set of strategy profiles is

AA = {(P, Q), (P, R), (P, S), (Q, R), (Q, S), (R, S)}

The utilities are given in the table. In order to maximize the utility, in the case of
SEQ of PAR, the angel has to avoid profiles(P, Q) and(R, S). In the case
ofPAR of SEQ the angel has to take precisely(P, Q) or (R, S). As expected,
the daemonD behaves in the opposite way.

Strategy profiles (P, Q) (P, R) (P, S) (Q, R) (Q, S) (R,S)

AngelA
SEQ of PAR 0 1 1 1 1 0
PAR of SEQ 1 0 0 0 0 1

DaemonD
SEQ of PAR 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
PAR of SEQ −1 0 0 0 0 −1

6. Two player games: the angel-daemon case

A strategic situation will occur whenE suffers the effect of two players with
opposite behaviour: an angel tries to minimize damage but, at the same time, a
daemon tries to increase the damage. Let us consider in more detail this case.
Let E be an Orc expression and assume thatα+(E) is partitioned into two
disjoint administrative domains, the angel domainA and the daemon domain
D. We assume thatA∪D = α+(E) andA∩D = ∅. The notationF(A) = p
means thatp sites will fail inA. Similarly we noteF(D) = q. We define

AngelDaemon(E,A,D,F(D),F(A)) = (A,D, AA, AD, uA, uD)

as follows. The players areA andD (as usual, we use the same letter to denote
the playerA and the set of sites controlled by this player). The strategy profiles
are defined as follows.

The angelA choosesp different failing sitesFa = {a1, . . . ap} ⊆ A.
Any call to a site inA\Fa is successful. We associate withFa the action
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a = (a1, . . . , ap). Formally,A has the following set of actions

AA = {(a1, . . . , ap)|i 6= j impliesai 6= aj and ∀i : ai ∈ A}

ThedaemonD, choosesq different failing sitesFd = {d1, . . . , dq}. Calls
to sites inA\Fd are successful. The daemon’s action isd = (d1, . . . , dp)
andAD will be the set of actions.

A strategy profiles = (a, d) with Fs = {a1, . . . , ap, d1, . . . , dq} fixes a priori
the set of failing sites. GivenE andFs the length ofϕFs

(E) is used to define
the utilities as follows:

uA(s) = v(ϕFs
(E)) , uD(s) = −v(ϕFs

(E))

Note thatAngelDaemon is a zero sum game becauseuD(s) + uA(s) = 0.

The players can choose the actions using probabilities. A mixed strategy for
D is a probability distributionα : AA → [0, 1] such that

∑

a∈AA
α(a) = 1.

Similarly, a mixed strategy for the daemon playerD is a probability distribution
β : AD → [0, 1]. A mixed strategy profile is a tuple(α, β) and the utilities are

uA(α, β) =
∑

(a,d)∈AA×AD

α(a)β(d)uA(a, b)

uD(α, β) =
∑

(a,d)∈AA×AD

α(a)β(d)uD(a, b)

As A andD have opposing interests there is a strategic situation and we
recall the definition of Nash equilibrium as a concept solution.

Definition 3 A pure Nash equilibriumis a pairs = (a, d) such that, for any
a′ it holdsuA(a, d) ≥ uA(a′, d) and for anyd′ it holdsuD(a, d) ≥ uD(a, d′).
A mixed Nash strategyis a pair (α, β) with similar conditions.

Example 4 Let us consider how to assessSEQ of PAR andPAR of SEQ

under two different situations. In the first sites are ranked

rk(P ) > rk(Q) > rk(R) > rk(S).

Assume that the reliability parameter is such thatA = {P, Q} andD = {R, S}
and, moreover,1/2 of angelic sites will fail and1/2 of the demonic sites will
also fail (thereforeF(A) = F(D) = 1). ThenAA = {P, Q}, AD = {R, S}
and the bimatrix games are

A

D
R S

P 1,−1 1,−1
Q 1,−1 1,−1

SEQ of PAR

A

D
R S

P 0, 0 0, 0
Q 0, 0 0, 0

PAR of SEQ
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In both cases any strategy profile (pure or mixed) is a Nash equilibrium and

Assessment(SEQ of PAR, rk , 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) = 1
Assessment(PAR of SEQ , rk , 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) = 0

Thus, for example, this assessment indicates to the client that, in the present
environment, there is a reasonable expectation1 of obtaining1 output when
executingPAR of SEQ .

Consider a second case withrk ′(P ) > rk ′(R) > rk ′(Q) > rk ′(S) such
thatA = {P, R} andD = {Q, S} with F(A) = F(D) = 1.

A

D
Q S

P 0, 0 1,−1
R 1,−1 0, 0

SEQ of PAR

A

D
Q S

P 1,−1 0, 0
R 0, 0 1,−1

PAR of SEQ

Here no game has pure Nash equilibria. There is only one mixed Nash equi-
librium with α(P ) = α(R) = β(Q) = β(S) = 1/2, and in this case the angel
has utility1/2 and the daemon has utility−1/2. In this case

Assessment(SEQ of PAR, rk ′, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) = 1/2

and similarly forPAR of SEQ . This assessment indicates to the client that,
in the present environment, an output of1 or 0 results (with equal likelihood)
is a reasonable expectation.

Example 5 Consider the expression(P | Q | R) ≫ (S | T | U) with
A = {P, Q, S} andD = {R, T, U} with F(A) = 2 andF(D) = 1

A

D
R T U

(P, Q) 0, 0 2,−2 2,−2
(P, S) 2,−2 2,−2 2,−2
(Q, S) 2,−2 2,−2 2,−2

(P | Q | R) ≫ (S | T | U)

The pure Nash equilibria are((P, S), R), ((P, S), T ), ((P, S), U), ((Q, S), R),
((Q, S), T ) and((Q, S), U). In this case the assessment says that2 outputs is
the reasonable expectation.

1Here “reasonable expectation” is meant in the everyday senseof the phrase and is not intended to represent
a probabilistic outcome.
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7. Manager’s placement problem

Themuskel [1] skeleton-based programming system provides an example
of the kind of application that can be analysed using this approach. Inmuskel

skeletons are implemented using macro data flow instruction graphs. Macro
data flow instructions are placed on (potentially unreliable) remote worker sites
for execution and the results are returned to themuskel manager for consolida-
tion. A macro data flow graph may be modelled using an Orc expression. The
behaviour of themuskel system in an untrusted environment may be analysed
by considering its operation under the following assumptions:

Data flow interpreters are unreliable.

There is no recovery mechanism.

Some sites may fail, but all cannot fail simultaneously. This means that
the number of failures is bounded.

An application manager tries to maximize the number of outputs that are
generated.

Suppose thatn remote data flow interpretersI = {I1, . . . In} are available. The
manager has to place the setα+(E) of macro insh tructions on the different
macro data flow interpreters. Assume that interpreters are partitioned into two
groups: the first group tries to minimize damage and we call this group the
angel; the other group of interpreters behaves like a daemon. Moreover, in
both cases the number of failures is bounded. A basic question in this case is,
which is the best placement? Here we do not develop a general answer, but just
consider a worked example.

Example 6 Consider theSEQ of PAR , (P | Q) ≫ (R | S) with I =
{I1, I2}whereI1 is very reliable (angelic) andI2 is very unreliable (daemonic).
Assume that the manager has to place two macro instructions on one interpreter
and the other two on the other interpreter. We assume that in both cases the
interpreters will execute half of the assigned load. What is the best placement?
There are several possibilities.

Consider the outputs when the manager placesP andR in I1 (the angel)
andQ andS in I2 (the daemon). IfI1 makesP fail, I2 will force Q to
fail and there is no output. This situation is not ideal forI1 (the angel)
because changing the failure fromP to R the output improves to1. This
new situation is not too bad forI2 (the daemon) because changing the
failure fromQ toS worsens the output to0. This situation is also unstable.
This never ending behaviour can be analyzed by a bimatrix game having
a mixed Nash equilibrium with expected output1/2.
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If P andQ are placed in one interpreter andR andS are placed in the
other, the output is1. This is the best we can obtain.

8. Conclusions

One of the defining characteristics of grid programming is its dynamicity.
Typically, the grid user has significantly less control over resources employed
than in traditional scenarios: sites used for the execution of application compo-
nents may fail. Thus, an important consideration for practical grid applications
is the provision of an assessment of the quality of the application based on
the expected performance of its constituent execution sites. In terms of an
Orc expression,E, used to model the application, an ordered list forα(E) is
needed. How this list should be built is unclear and is perhaps a controversial
question: the likely behaviour of a site may depend on subjective perceptions
of its qualities. In drawing up the list two distinct classes of consideration may
be identified:

Aspects independent of the application. Here we consider “stand-
alone” qualities of a site. For example, the availability of proxies for a
site may be regarded as enhancing its reliability. We might also take into
account “the reputation” of the sites [8].

Aspects depending of the application. The designer hasa priori
knowledge of the available potential sites,S. >FromS the designer
has to chooseα(E). Onceα(E) has been determined the orchestration
has to be developed. We suggest that in many cases the development
of the application and the rank ofα(E) are inextricably linked. For
example, a site used only as a “thread” in a parallel search may fail
with little consequence for the application; failure of a site which forms a
constituent of a sequential backbone of an application will be catastrophic
for the application.

The ordering ofα(E) depends also on the perception of the risk. Different
people have different perceptions of risk and will rank sites accordingly. For
instance, consider a databaseD with no back-up available. Assume thatD
is crucial for the application so that a failure inD significantly harms the
application. There are two possibilities for rankingD:

Moderate optimism. As a failure ofD harms the application, an opti-
mistic view will rankD among the angels. In this way the angel will try
to avoid havingD fail, but if it does fail then the outcome will fall far
short of expectation.

Safe pessimism. SinceD is crucial to the application,D is ranked
among the daemons, so that the outcome (likely failure ofD), although
far from ideal, is at least predictable and uncertainty is removed.
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To better understand these points consider the following “gedanken experi-
ment”. Imagine that in the sixties you are asked to build an orchestration for a
global war involving nuclear weapons and conventional arms. In orderto as-
sess how pessimistic is the orchestration, should you place the nuclear weapons
among the daemons or among the angels? If you choose the former nuclear
catastrophe ensues (in the simulation); if you choose the latter there is proba-
bility of survival.

Failure of grid sites is a reality of grid computing and forms a significant
part of its challenge. Assessing the likelihood of success of an application
requires both an evaluation of the quality of its constituent sites and a means of
combining the results to measure the quality of the assembly. We propose the
use of Orc together with game theory as a way of addressing the latter point; the
assessment of individual sites and the establishment of a ranking among them
remain open questions, touching as they do upon issues such as degree of trust
and perception of risk, issues which remain largely subjective.
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